1. Introduction

“So that however it may be mistaken, the end of law is not to abolish or restrain, but to preserve and enlarge freedom . . . For who could be free, when every other man’s humour might domineer over him?” (Locke 128)

The world is attentively observing the Uruguayan groundbreaking legalization and regulation of cannabis. Policy makers have made a bold decision because, Uruguay has become the first country in the world to legalize nationwide every step, from the growing to the final consumption of marijuana. While there are many other examples of drug liberalization, such as the decriminalization in Holland or Portugal. These tend to have a common factor that the focus is on the last part of the process: consumption (Adda, McConnell and Rasul 1131). In Uruguay, consumption and possession in small quantities of any drug has not been a crime already since 1974. The new reform, which also legalizes the production and distribution can be considered one of the most far-reaching in the history of drug legalization, only comparable to the reforms in the US states of Washington and especially Colorado.

This essay will analyze the legalization of cannabis that took place in Uruguay from a classical-liberal point of view. With classical-liberal I mean the political philosophy which emphasizes the freedom of the individual and limited government. Good examples of classical authors are John Locke and John Stuart Mill but also more recent theorists such as Ludwig von Mises and even contemporary libertarians, for instance Jeffrey Miron or Walter Block who have been writing extensively about drug policy for decades. I do not use the qualifying “classical” throughout the whole paper, but whenever I write liberalism it should be interpreted as classical-liberalism and not modern social-liberalism which tends to favor government intervention.
Taking into consideration that for liberals such as John Stuart Mill, “the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others” (17), legalizing cannabis can therefore be seen as aligned with the principles of liberalism, especially those regarding individual liberty. An action that does not directly violate or threaten the rights of any other individual is what is being legalized. In spite of that, in this essay I will raise questions about the motivations that led to the legalization in Uruguay, which were more paternalistic than libertarian; and also about the incompatibility of a considerable part of the new regulatory framework with the ideas of liberal theorists.

In the last decades different utilitarian and moral arguments to legalize cannabis have been developed, and most of these arguments could also be taken further to legalize every other drug. However, I should make clear that advocating for drug legalization, does not necessarily mean advocating for drug consumption. In fact it could even be the contrary. Walter Block, a contemporary libertarian theorist and radical advocate of drug legalization clarified in one of his papers about drug policy that:

Nothing in this article should be taken as an indication that the author favors the use of the drugs discussed herein. Actually the very opposite is the case. While he opposes prohibition, he advocates all non-coercive methods – arguments, counseling, advertising, etc.- which lead to decreased or zero usage of these pernicious and immoral materials and substances. (Block, 1993, p. 698)

While not favoring consumption, Block favors legalization because he argues that:
The legalization of drugs would prevent our civil liberties from being threatened, reduce crime rates, reverse the potency effect, improve the quality of life in inner cities, prevent the spread of disease, save the taxpayer money, and generally benefit both individuals and society as a whole (Block & Cussen, 2000, p. 536)

The purpose of this paper is not to make a new case for legalization. What I will do in the following pages is to analyze the success likelihood of the Uruguayan project from a liberal point of view. Assuming that positive results can be expected from cannabis legalization, what I will argue is that the over regulation that is being implemented together with the legalization will suppress a good deal of the expected positive outcomes and generate new unintended consequences.

If the Uruguayan project fails, the failure could be used by prohibitionists to campaign for going back to the failed path of war on drugs. My argument however is that from a liberal perspective, the real problem with the Uruguayan case resides on the over-regulation and not on the legalization. Nobel Prize winner Mario Vargas Llosa wrote an article about Uruguayan legalization of cannabis in which he is positively surprised that a liberty-inspired reform took place under a leftist government led by a former guerrilla fighter (El Pais [España]). From my point of view, there is no reason to be surprised, because although the legalization could be liberal, the following over-regulation is not inspired by liberty. Uruguayan President Jose Mujica called the legalization “an experiment with no guarantees” (Castaldi y Llambias). I argue in this paper that paternalism is what seems to be warranted with the new regulations, because this experiment is not inspired by article ten of the Uruguayan constitution which states that “private actions of persons which do not in any way affect the public order or prejudice others shall be outside the jurisdiction of the magistrates”. Instead, President Mujica’s dream seems to be to replace the black market with a state monopoly that can closely monitor those who consume
cannabis and punish them if they do not play by the new rules. From a liberal perspective, when paternalism is what prevails in the design of new policies, there is a slippery rope risk:

Choosing drug policies based on paternalism potentially starts policy generally down a slippery slope. If government decides that it knows better about individual drug use than individuals themselves, it is a small step to assume that government knows best about how much people should exercise, what foods they should eat, how much they should study, where they should go to school, what books they should read, which religion they should practice, and so on. Governments throughout history have adopted coercive policies in all these areas. Unless one is confident that government paternalism will usually be benevolent, the potential for slippery slopes should generate caution about putting government in charge of personal decisions about drug use. (Miron J., “Government Policy Toward Illegal Drugs”, 139)

The thesis of this paper is that the paternalistic inspiration of the new cannabis legislation and regulations cannot be interpreted as compatible with the principles of classical-liberalism. In addition, the attempt to centrally plan and control the market will create unintended consequences, as liberal authors usually point out, and it could end up cancelling the possible benefits of legalization. Legalization with over-regulation and overreaching state control can turn out to be even worse for individual liberty than the previous non-enforced and relatively tolerant prohibition.
2. The Road to Legalization

In Uruguay possession and use of cannabis and of any other drug has been legal already since 1974. Article 31 of Decree-Law N°14294 decriminalized anyone who “has in his or her possession a reasonable quantity, exclusively for his or her personal consumption” (TNI Drug Law Reform Project). The contradiction during the last decades has been that Uruguayans could legally possess and consume reasonable quantities of drugs\(^1\) while it was forbidden to buy, sell or produce them. Subsequent legislation partially modified the decree-law of 1974 introducing minor changes, but no legal mechanisms for obtaining cannabis or any other illegal drug were introduced.\(^2\)

Public debate got relatively heated in Uruguay when toward the end of the 90s and the beginning of 2000s Uruguayan ex-president Jorge Batlle, from the conservative-leaning Colorado Party, openly spoke first about legalizing marijuana and a few years later about legalizing all drugs. His views on the war on drugs were incredibly accurate already about 15 years ago, when he said that “During the past 30 years this has grown, grown, grown and grown, every day more problems, every day more violence, every day more militarization . . . This has not gotten people off drugs” (Rotella). He was one of the first heads of state in the world to make such bold statements for that time, but no legalization attempts were done during his government.

Even if previous debates were important to pave the wave of legalization, the big impulse took place from 2010 to 2013. Toward the end of 2010 Lacalle Pou, member of the other major Uruguayan conservative-leaning party, presented a bill

\(^1\) The limit of “reasonable” was left to the judge’s discretion.

\(^2\) For a comprehensive legislative history of drug regulation in Uruguay in English language, see “Overview of drug policy, drug law and legislative trends in Uruguay”, available online in: http://druglawreform.info/en/country-information/latin-america/uruguay
in congress to legalize cultivation for personal consumption. It was the first one of this type in Latin America. His bill was not accepted, but it gave impulse to other similar bills that were later drafted by congressmen from the whole political spectrum. In 2011 Uruguay saw big protests because a well-known sexagenarian woman called Alicia Castilla was arrested for growing cannabis at her home for personal consumption. Public opinion was shocked about it. Thanks to a mix of common sense, luck, and public pressure, she was released after around three months in jail and did not have to serve the longer sentence the law mandates. The case encouraged legislators from different parties to continue negotiating a unified bill with elements from previous drafts.

In 2012 President Jose Mujica urged congress to finally legalize and regulate cannabis. The big difference was that this time the project was much more ambitious, because it was not only about legalizing home growing of cannabis. This project emphasized that production and distribution would be monopolized by the government. In addition, Mujica’s proposal introduced the possibility of compulsory rehabilitation for drug addicts and even increased some penalties. The draft was modified many times, especially regarding the issue of cultivation for personal consumption, and there was no agreement on the proposal of compulsory rehabilitation. Finally, in December 2013 Uruguay became the first country in the world to fully legalize cannabis after Law 19,173 was approved. In May 2014 the regulatory framework was unveiled with a lengthy regulatory decree that among other things created a regulatory agency³.

³ An unofficial English translation of the mentioned regulatory decree can be found online in: http://www.druglawreform.info/images/stories/UruguayRegsENG.pdf
3. The New Cannabis Legislation

Legalization in its simplest form, is to eliminate the legal prohibitions, restrictions, sanctions and other types of government coercions against something that is considered illegal. Legalizing victimless crimes such as the growing, processing, selling and consumption of cannabis by consenting adults should be no exception. However, as the features of the Uruguayan cannabis legalization were unveiled it could be seen that when government officials talked about legalization, they were thinking about paternalistic regulations. It is not the purpose of this paper to describe every detail of the new legislation but to focus on the regulatory aspects that could hinder the success of the legalization.

Uruguayan nationals or permanent legal residents who want to legally obtain marijuana will have to choose from only one of three options:

1) Purchase it from a government licensed retailer.
2) Cultivate it on their own.
3) Join a cannabis club.

For all the above-mentioned options Uruguayans will have to register and comply with a large amount of regulations, restrictions and controls. While the second and third options, even with the subsequent regulations, do not present an evident contradiction with liberal ideas, there are many reasons to believe that the first option could be problematic. In the following pages I will analyze this in more detail, focusing on the consequences of a government-led supply of cannabis. What will happen with the black market of cannabis will enormously depend on the price incentives, which are going to play a big role in a heavily regulated market that will not allow legal supply and demand market mechanisms to determine the value of the product? Understanding how prices work and influence consumption is of paramount importance when considering new public policies. However, until now,
even after the legalization and subsequent regulations, little is known about the price besides that it will be fixed by the newly created regulatory agency. Uruguayan authorities promised several times, in local and international media, that the price will not be higher than one US dollar per gram of cannabis (Davies y Deken). Therefore, price will not be “the value judgments of the consumers” (von Mises 328). On the contrary, it will be whatever number the regulatory agency considers to be better. The objective government officials have constantly emphasized is to somehow offer a higher quality product at a similar price than what consumers can find in the Uruguayan black market. I will now analyze the consequences that policy could have on the supply and demand side.

4. Government-Controlled Supply of Cannabis

The legal supply will consist of a government granted oligopoly of no more than five heavily regulated firms. These firms will be responsible for every step from the growing, too the distribution and selling at registered drugstores. Final consumers will only be able to buy cannabis at the drugstores at the promised price of $1 per gram. How this final price is going to be profitable for the involved actors in the supply chain remains unanswered. In the US state of Colorado, several reports (Fixler, 2014; Steinmetz, 2014; Light, Orens, Lewandowski, & Todd, 2014, p. 22) mention that prices run from about $24 to $50 for 1/8 of an ounce, which would be the equivalent of around $7 to $14 a gram. Prices for recreational cannabis in leading medical marijuana centers such as The Clinic can be seen online (The Clinic Marijuana Center), and are about $60 for 1/8 of an ounce, which would be around $17 a gram. In any case, it could be said that prices in Colorado are at between 7 and 17 times higher than the projected price in Uruguay. It is not within the scope of this paper to do a comprehensive comparison of both markets, but it should at least be considered that regulations in Uruguay are going to be much stricter than in Colorado, as Uruguayan authorities themselves declared many times
already. How in a smaller market with stricter regulations a price at least seven times lower than the cheapest one found in Colorado is going to be profitable, is one of the biggest questions of the project. Julio Calzada, the head drug official in Uruguay recently declared that the Uruguayan government has a secret government-funded study that proves that the experts who claim that growing marijuana for less than $1 per gram is not possible are wrong. When a journalist asked to see the report, the response of Calzada was “You can see it, but you can’t read it” (Carless, 2014a). A recent survey of scale economies in marijuana production shows that even in the long term, economies of scale are very mild and costs under $1 would be certainly difficult to achieve (Hawken, 2013, p. 32-38).

Naturally, production costs vary enormously from one region of the world to another, and compliance with regulatory requirements might be one of the considerable costs. In Uruguay, producers will have to comply with a massive amount of regulations. Just to mention a few characteristics of the bureaucratic nightmare producers are going to face, it should be considered that the very few companies which are going to be allowed to grow cannabis will have to pay for an advanced security system, including security guards 24/7, outer perimeter fences and video cameras in order to receive their licenses. Radio-frequency tags will be used to track the plants with electronic readers, and plants will have to be cloned using genetic markers. In an Orwellian effort, authorities want to be able to test the cannabis in possession of any user to check if it came from a registered, legal source (Haberkorn). Producers must assure distribution every 15 days to all registered drug stores in all Uruguayan territory. Packaging will also have to comply with several quality standards and can be no different than 5 or 10 grams. It is reasonable to be skeptic about the promised final price of $1 per gram.

Experts in the field have already suggested that the final price of $1 per gram is not realistic (Carless, 2014b). However, even if we suppose it could be possible,
the following problem should be considered. Government officials want the price to be $1 per gram, because it will be mirroring the actual black-market prices and that way policy makers want to replace the black market offer of cannabis with a state-controlled offer. The difficulty is that black market prices could change; dealers could be willing to reduce their profits and lower the price once they have official government competition. Will the regulatory agency force the legal producers to reduce the selling price even more if the black market price changes? A price control policy based on mirroring the prices on the black market forever does not seem very sustainable in the long term. Drug dealers might be able to afford lower prices because they sell a low-quality product produced in Paraguay with lower costs.

The Uruguayan project then faces a big dilemma. If government officials set a price higher than what can be found in the black market, they fear consumers will keep on buying illegally. If they set a similar price for a higher quality product, it might be impracticable and will probably need to be subsidized, as suggested by Alicia Castilla, one of the leading cannabis activists in Uruguay (Cortizas). Until now there has been no official confirmation that the growing of cannabis could be subsidized so this is just speculative. In fact, it would be extremely difficult to add a subsidy to a project that is already opposed by more than 60% of the population (Botinelli). In any case, the problems created by regulations will affect the supply and the price problem cannot just be ignored. Uruguayan bureaucrats seem to be confident that one way or another, they will find a way to determine a price according to their whims. That is not an easy task, and even if they manage to do it, it will also have a huge impact on the demand side.

---

4 This is the sexagenarian woman who was arrested in 2011 for growing marijuana whom I mentioned in the first part of this paper. She is now one publicly opposing the new legislation because she considers it to be extremely paternalistic.
5. Impact on Consumer Behavior

Due to the previous illegal nature of cannabis, it is very complicated to predict its price elasticity of demand. Few studies have examined this issue, in the past in contexts that are significantly different from the Uruguayan case. To assume ceteris paribus is problematical because many of the other determinants of the demand are also going to change. Factors that could have a big influence on the consumer’s preferences include, for example, how consumers will value to continue dealing with black-market dealers in contrast to how they will value having to register and to be monitored by the government if they buy it legally. Policy makers are sending contradictory incentives when they expect consumers to voluntarily register and let a government regulatory agency know about many details regarding their personal information and consumption habits while the actual president and the already elected successor favor compulsory rehabilitation for drug addicts (Telenoche; El Observador). Nonetheless, that is far from being everything. Even if the government insists in prohibiting cannabis advertising, it is hard to imagine that there will not be a change in the health risk perception. The fact that a product that was illegal to grow will now be sold at the same place where people buy their usual medications is likely to change the perceived health risks consumers have. Consequently, it is reasonable to think consumption will increase if the health risk perception decreases. The contradiction here, is that while selling cannabis in official drugstores, education campaigns to alert the population about the risks of consumption were promised. With so many contradictory incentives it would be truly hard to guess what consumers’ reaction will be. Therefore I will focus only on price and quality.

Nowadays, what the cannabis Uruguayan consumers can buy in the black market consists mainly of a Paraguayan low-quality product that can be found for approximately the same price of one dollar per gram the government wants to sell a
higher quality product. Government officials want to sell cannabis at the same price because one of the big purposes of the new legislation is to take the cannabis consumers away from the black market. For the sake of the argument, I will for a moment, suppose the Uruguayan government can predict rational consumer behavior and achieve the objective to offer a product that is overall more valued by consumers than the one offered in the black market for a similar price. This means I accept consumers would tend to prefer to buy the product offered by the government. The problem is that government officials do not seem to be taking into consideration what could happen to the demand if prices are fixed artificially low: it could encourage more consumption and lead to an increase in the demand of cannabis. What is worse, consumption will probably increase significantly among those under age. The few studies that have analyzed the price elasticity of the demand of cannabis have all come to slightly different results (Pacula; Ruggeri; Clements). However, they all conclude that there are big differences among different ages, the youngest being the most susceptible to changes in the price. For instance, a study made in the District of Columbia found out that cannabis demand has unitary price elasticity for ages between 12 and 17 (Ruggeri, 2013, p. 34). If the government fixes an artificially low price, illegal sellers might have the incentive to lower their prices to sell cheaper or to offer stronger and more dangerous products to compete. Lawmakers could say that minors will not be allowed to legally buy cannabis. That is true, but they are also not allowed to legally buy alcohol and they drink it anyway. It would not be surprising if the new regulations end up increasing underage consumption by artificially lowering the prices.

In addition to the mentioned fixed price, there will be an arbitrary quota on individual purchases, and an arbitrary output quota restriction for producers. That means that government officials are centrally planning beforehand how much it will be allowed to be produced, at what price it will be allowed to be sold and how much
will individuals be allowed to buy per week. There are several possible scenarios regarding the individual quota that will limit the amount of cannabis that consumers will be allowed to buy legally. First, if it is too low for most of the consumers, it will mean that after consumers reach the quota, they will resort again to the black market to fulfill their demand. In this scenario, the black market could lose part of their market share, but it might not be as significant as policy makers expect. If the quota is too low for some consumers and too high for others, it will mean that those consumers that do not need to use all their weekly quota could buy it legally anyway, and sell it illegally at a higher price to those consumers for whom the quota is too low. In this case, government will be the supplier of a new type of black market, creating incentives for new small-scale dealers.

According to government officials’ predictions, the quota will be high enough for most of the consumers. If that is the case, it will mean that the government would create an incentive to buy a high quality product at an artificially low price and sell it illegally at a higher price outside Uruguayan borders. Uruguay has historically been a strong embarkation point for drugs destined for the European market. In addition, Uruguay has approximately one thousand kilometers of border with Brazil, most of it without any controls. For instance, there are several cities located along Uruguayan-Brazilian border where only a regular street indicates that one side of the city belongs to Brazil and the other side to Uruguay. Prices for high quality cannabis in neighboring countries Argentina and Brazil are higher than the promised $1 per gram in Uruguay, and in Europe and other international markets prices are much higher. Even in the internal market there will be people for whom registering is not an option. Minors who are not allowed to buy legally and those who fear about their reputation if the supposedly confidential information of the registered users ever becomes public could become the clients of the new illegal
market supplied by the government. In every possible scenario, unintended consequences can be expected because of the fixed price and restrictive quotas.

It could be argued that only a handful of companies will be granted the necessary government license and they will be allowed to produce only a limited quantity determined by government officials. The quantity will be determined according to what regulators think should be enough to satisfy the Uruguayan market, which is relatively small for international standards. Therefore, it could be said that no significant volume will leave the country. If that is the case, Uruguay will then have a high quality product being legally offered at an artificially low price, with the supply side of the market not being able to adapt to the demand because of the output quota restriction. If incentives are high enough to resell Uruguayan cannabis illegally, internally or in other countries, scarcity and queues are to be expected. History has shown innumerable times already that scarcity and queues means the appearance of the inevitable black markets every centrally planned economy generates (Kornai 274). That is exactly what the government wanted to eradicate in the first place, plus new unintended consequences.

Another problematic aspect is the estimation of the domestic demand. The estimates are based on the 5th National Home Survey on Drug Use (National Drug Observatory). The survey was done in 2011 and marijuana is still not being sold. The 2011 report states that consumption of marijuana has increased over time (p. 25), so there are no reasons to believe that it decreased from 2011 to 2015. This means that the demand will be already underestimated even before the first gram of cannabis is sold. The same official report claims that more than fifty percent of the new marijuana consumers are underage (p. 27). As it was already mentioned, minors will keep on resorting to the black market. What could change is that they will now have easier access to buy from acquaintances above 18 years old that will not use the weekly quota and would be willing to resell. The survey has other
limitations, such as being too vague in some of the questions\(^5\) (National Drug Observatory, 2012, p. 51).

To estimate the demand and centrally plan a new, highly regulated market, government officials used this very limited source of information. It seems that the same way they are very confident about the government-funded, secret report about production costs, they are confident about one official, old and very limited survey to estimate the demand of a new market. Serious doubts could be raised from a liberal point of view, because the paternalistic approach taken by the government, led to an all-encompassing design of the market leaving almost no room for free-market exchanges.

6. Other Challenges

As previously analyzed, the market will respond to the over-regulation and it will be reasonable to expect unintended consequences that would not be compatible with the principles of liberalism. However, there are other threats that are worthy of being mentioned, because they could also menace the viability of the project and will be shortly taken into consideration in this section.

An additional probable cause of failure of the project, is that the crime reduction expected will not be easy to achieve. There are many reasons to be skeptical, which would be an interesting topic for another paper. Here I will just mention one of them. The cannabis black market in Uruguay, although illegal, is not a particularly dangerous one. As already mentioned, possession and consumption

\(^5\) Just to mention one example, the possible replies to those who said that consumed marijuana were: once, a few times last year, a few times monthly, a few times weekly, or daily. This might be useful for many purposes but not so useful to accurately estimate the demand because “a few times weekly” could mean something very different from one person to another. Even the answer “daily” is highly imprecise because it does not say how many times a day. Another problem is that the replies do not include any information regarding how many grams of cannabis are used per joint, which could vary significantly among users because some might smoke pure cannabis while others might add just a little marijuana to the tobacco they smoke and this is not reflected in the answers.
have been legal for decades, and although home-growing was illegal it was to a
certain degree tolerated. Violence is usually associated with the dealing of other
drugs. When cannabis legalization in California was under discussion, a similar
reasoning was made: “Legalizers argue black markets are violent and corrupt, so
legalization should reduce crime. This view is well-founded, but because the
California's marijuana market is close to legal, the reduction in crime will be
modest” (Miron J., “Don’t buy the hype”). Moreover, Uruguay is a relatively safe
country compared with its Latin American neighbors, so even if the legalization
contributes to a reduced organized crime rate, the effect might not be as big as it
could be in other countries. The Uruguayan drug market is comparatively small, and
drug cartels usually operate internationally, so the possible damage that could be
inflicted to the international drug cartels will be comparatively small.

A last important threat worthy of mention, is international pressure. UN
officials have repeatedly criticized Uruguay of violating the 1961 Single
Convention on Narcotics Drugs (The Huffington Post). In a recent paper, Robin
Room explains the limited alternatives countries have to legalize drugs, mentioning
that “the international drug system's desire to maintain universality seems to take
precedence over any dislike for nations taking this path” (Room).

7. Conclusion

It is still too blurry to be certain about how this novel project is going to end.
Nonetheless, there are many reasons to be skeptical about it from a liberal point of
view: expansion of state power, price control, rationing, Orwellian registration and
individual monitoring, endless regulations and even the likelihood of subsidies.

The legalization and regulation of cannabis in Uruguay is being considered
as a test case for other countries in the world that are pondering alternative solutions
to the failed war on drugs. If this project turns out to be a fiasco, it is not
legalization what should be blamed. It is actually the politicians’ obsession with regulations and their unawareness of how markets work what should be condemned. One of the very few academic papers that compare cannabis regulations in Colorado, Washington and Uruguay recognizes this same problem and mentions regarding Uruguayan restrictions that “if Uruguay’s goal is to abolish the illicit cannabis market, then policymakers need to consider how some of these limitations might hinder this goal” (Pardo).

After all, when debates about cannabis legalization started it was mostly about legalizing home growing. Public opinion, government and opposition agreed to a certain degree about that and no huge state involvement was called for. It could have been a solid, worthy step in the path of legalization. The problem was that some government officials, and especially Uruguayan President Jose Mujica, took advantage of the momentum and designed a much more elaborated project with the state as its main protagonist. Despite the problem of paternalistic over-regulation and misaligned incentives, this experiment could still be a useful learning experience, as long as it is recognized that the problem is not too much liberty but actually still the lack of it.
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